New Materials in the Ozark Regional Library System
If you don’t see it at your local branch, ask your librarian to order it for you (or you can go to our online catalogue and place a hold on the item yourself). Remember, a library card is free!

Fiction

- Cast, P. C. & Kristin. *Draw Down the Moon*
- Everett, Percival. *James*
- Fletcher, Susan. *The Night in Question*
- Graham, Heather. *The Reaper Follows*
- Green, Shari. *Song of Freedom, Song of Dreams*
- Horowitz, Anthony. *Close to Death*
- Pataki, Allison. *Finding Margaret Fuller*
- Quinidlen, Anna. *After Annie*

Non-Fiction

- Boyle, Rebecca. *Our Moon: How Earth’s Celestial Companion Transformed the Planet, Guided Evolution, and Made Us Who We Are Today*
- Patterson, James, & Matt Eversmann. *The Secret Lives of Booksellers and Librarians: True Stories of the Magic of Reading*

YA Fiction/Non-fiction

- Adeyemi, Tomi. *Children of Virtue and Vengeance*
- Nicholls, Sally. *Yours From the Tower*

J Fiction/Non-Fiction

- Bijasson, Coralie. *My First Sewing Machine: 30 Fun Projects Kids Will Love to Make*
- Cavallaro, Mike. *Eowulf: of Monsters & Middle School*
Early Readers

- Berenstain, Mike. *We Love Our Teacher!*
- Eliopulos, Nick; illustrated by Alan Baston. *Minecraft: Escape From Nether!*
- Eliopulos, Nick; illustrated by Alan Baston. *Minecraft: The Sky’s the Limit!*
- Goodman, Susan E., & Michael J. Doolittle. *Monster Trucks!*
- Sun, Angie. *Trash Truck: Meet Hank*
- Walker, Tracy Sue. *Bionic Animals*

Picture Books

- Alemagna, Beatrice. *Pepper & Me*
- Alexander, Rilla. *You Rule!*
- Bolling, Valerie; illustrated by Sabrena Khadija. *Bing, Bop, Bam Time to Jam!*
- Colfer, Eoin; illustrated by Chris Judge. *Cloud Babies: Sometimes All We Need to Do Is Look Up*
- Ejaita, Diana. *A Day In the Sun*
- Figueroa, Raissa. *What My Daddy Loves*
- Givens, Joy; illustrated by Courtney Dawson. *The Unstoppable Jamie*
- *Good Housekeeping 1, 2, 3 Cook! My First Cookbook*
- Ignotofsky, Rachel. *What’s Inside a Bird’s Nest and Other Questions About Nature & Life Cycles*
- Knudsen, Michelle; illustrated by Kevin Hawkes. *Luigi: The Spider Who Wanted to Be a Kitten*
- Lunde, Darrin; illustrated by Kelsey Oseid. *Whose Egg Is That?*
- Rubin, Sean. *The Iguanodon’s Horn: How Artists & Scientists Put a Dinosaur Back Together Again... & Again!*
- Salmon, Caspar; illustrated by Matt Hunt. *How to Count to 1 (And Don’t Even Think About Bigger Numbers!)*
- Shannon, David. *Alice the Fairy*
- Straub, Emma; illustrated by Blanca Gómez. *Very Good Hats*
- Wilder, Derick; illustrated by K-Fai Steele. *I Made These Ants Some Underpants!*

Large Print

- Delany, Vicki. *The Game Is a Footnote*
- Hunter, Denise. *Love Unscripted*
- Jagger, Steph. *Everything Left to Remember: My Mother, Our Memories, and a Journey Through the Rocky Mountains*